
REPORT ON USPE WRESTLING OCTOBER 2016 

 

Police Sport UK, entered a small team to the 17th USPE wrestling competition in Bratislava, Slovakia. The team 

consisted of Jethro Christie from North Wales police fighting in both Greco-Roman and Freestyle, heavyweight 

division and Brett Mankee from Cheshire police competing in the under 86kg freestyle section. Andy Moss was 

the head of delegation with Ian Wiggett travelling with the team to referee at the tournament. 

 

Both Brett and Jethro had been training hard for the event and 

hopes were high of a strong showing in this very competitive 

event, with several Olympic and World standard wrestlers taking 

part. 

 

The team set off from Manchester airport and flew direct to 

Bratislava where they were greeted by the hosts representative, a 

short journey saw them booked and and passed accreditation at a 

hotel near to the sports arena where the event was to take place. 

 

Jethro weighed in for the competition at 106 kg, the weight limit 

being 125kg. On Saturday morning after an opening ceremony 

and raising of the USPE flag, the competition began in earnest 

with the Greco- Roman style being held in day one. Jethro had to 

wait until just before lunch for his first fight against a Romanian 

officer who had placed 5th at the recent Rio Olympics. Despite a 

valiant effort, Jethro found the Romanian's experience and guile a 

little too much and was to exit the event in the early stages. The Romanian who defeated Jethro went on to 

take the Bronze medal, the Gold being taken by a very strong Hungarian. 

 

Day two saw both the UK players in action in the freestyle event, with Jethro fighting a Greek officer in the first 

round, finding him a touch too fast and again despite 

putting the Greek und some pressure, had to bow out 

after losing this match. the Greek went on to win the 

heavyweight Bronze medal with the same Hungarian from 

the previous day taking the heavyweight gold. Brett's first 

fight in the 86kg division was against the local Slovak 

favourite. Brett made a strong start to the fight pressuring 

the Slovak with his strong gripping and nimble footwork, 

half way through the first round the Slovak was able to 

counter one of Brett's moves and scored highly with a 

throw. Despite further efforts the Slovak displayed 

technical superiority, defeating Brett on points. Brett was 

able to progress through to a Bronze medal fight virtue of 

the fact the Slovak fighter made it to the final. Brett was 

to face the fighter from Romania who was able to take 

advantage of a shoulder injury that Brett had sustained in 

his first fight, and went on to defeat the UK wrestler in the 

first round. 

 

 

 



Ian Wiggett who is an internationally qualified referee, officiated over both days and was busy in both 

disciplines, he was able to use the event as part of his preparation for the forthcoming Commonwealth 

tournament in Singapore. 

 

The event was a great success and it was clear that the Saturday of wrestling was high, particularly from the 

German team who won five of the six gold medals on the first day and another two on the second. The 

competition was closed by the USPE Secretary General Fred Kusserow with a formal dinner for teams at the 

hotel in the evening, the event came to a close. 

 

Bratislava is a beautiful city and our Slovakian hosts made every effort to look after the teams and staged an 

excellent wrestling spectacle, for which they should be commended. Despite no medals for the UK team the 

event was a success for the experience and for the opportunity to forge new friendships and contacts with 

police officers and officials across Europe. 

 

Andy Moss 

PSUK Secreatary to Judo, Wrestling and Weight-lifting 


